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Abstract. A new phosphorescent zinc sensor (ZIrF) was constructed based on an Ir(III) complex bearing two 2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)pyridine (dfppy) cyclometalating ligands and a neutral 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) ligand. A zinc-specific di(2-picoly)amino (DPA) receptor was introduced at the 4-position of the phen ligand via a methylene linker. The cationic Ir(III) complex exhibited dual phosphorescence bands in CH3CN solutions originating from blue and yellow emission of the dfppy and phen ligands, respectively. Zinc coordination selectively enhanced the latter, affording a phosphorescence ratiometric response. Electrochemical techniques, quantum chemical calculations, and steady-state and femtosecond spectroscopy were employed to establish a photophysical mechanism for this phosphorescence response. The studies revealed that zinc coordination perturbs nonemissive
processes of photoinduced electron transfer (PeT) and intraligand charge transfer (ILCT) transition occurring between DPA and phen. ZIrF can detect zinc ions in a reversible and selective manner in buffered solution (pH 7.0, 25 mM PIPES) with $K_a = 11$ nM and $pK_a = 4.16$. Enhanced signal-to-noise ratios were achieved by time-gated acquisition of long-lived phosphorescence signals. The sensor was applied to image biological free zinc ions in live A549 cells by confocal laser scanning microscopy. A fluorescence lifetime imaging microscope (FLIM) detected an increase in photoluminescence lifetime for zinc-treated A549 cells as compared to controls. ZIrF is the first successful phosphorescent sensor that detects zinc ions in biological samples.

I. Introduction

Signal transduction by d-block metal ions plays an important role in many biological functions that underlie human physiology and pathology.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Of particular interest is divalent zinc, which exists in both tightly bound and mobile forms.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^5\) The latter, alternatively referred to as loosely bound, chelatable, or free zinc, occurs in organs such as brain,\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^7\) intestine,\(^8\) pancreas,\(^9\) retina,\(^10\) prostate,\(^11\) olfactory bulb,\(^12\) and spermatic sac.\(^13\) Mobile zinc has been associated with brain function,\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^15\) gene transcription, the immune response,\(^16\) and reproduction.\(^13\) The intracellular concentration of mobile zinc is tightly regulated and varies from pM to mM depending on the organ.\(^3\) Failure of mobile zinc homeostasis has been linked to pathological states,\(^17\) including Alzheimer’s disease,\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^19\) epilepsy,\(^17\) ischemic stroke,\(^20\)\(^-\)\(^22\) and infantile diarrhea.\(^23\) These findings have evoked great interest in mobile zinc biology, but much is still unknown about the molecular mechanisms of its homeostasis and pathophysiology.

Because many conventional spectroscopic tools for d-block metal ions cannot be applied to study spectroscopically silent Zn\(^{2+}\), photoluminescent sensors have been devised for the purpose\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^24\)\(^-\)\(^30\) since the first report on a quinoline-based fluorescent zinc sensor.\(^31\) Various zinc-specific receptors have been developed in order to tune the $pK_a$\(^32\)\(^-\)\(^38\) and zinc dissociation constant ($K_a$) of the sensor,\(^39\)\(^-\)\(^43\) representative examples of which include DPA (di(2-picolyl)amine), DPEN ($N,N$-di(2-picolyl)ethylenediamine), TRPEN ($N,N,N'$-tris(2-picolyl)ethylenediamine), quinoline, 2,2'-bipyridine,
polyalkylamine, and iminodiacetate. Conjugating these zinc-specific receptors onto fluorescent chromophores such as fluorescein, coumarin, quinoline, and 4-nitrobenzo-oxadiazole has produced a variety of fluorescence turn-on and ratiometric sensors. Despite their attractive features, fluorescent zinc sensors have some significant drawbacks, especially intrinsic signal contamination by autofluorescence and scattered light, which increases background and diminishes signal fidelity. Although approaches such as NIR emission have been pursued, reduction of the background was an unsolved problem.

Photoluminescent compounds exhibiting long-lifetime emission offer another means of eliminating unwanted background. The time delay between photoexcitation and acquisition of signals avoids contamination by scattered light and autofluorescence because of short emission lifetimes, typically ≤ 100 ns. Phosphorescent transition metal complexes of Ru, Re, Pt, Os, and Ir cores are attractive candidates because their emission is characterized by high photoluminescence quantum yields at room temperature, physicochemical stability, and wide ligand tunability as well as long (several microseconds) photoluminescence lifetimes. Taking advantage of these favorable photophysical properties, various phosphorescent sensors based on the transition metal complexes have been developed targeting metal ions, anions, and small molecules. Although Ru, Pt, and Ir complexes can detect zinc by phosphorescence signaling, they have thus far not been suitable for in vivo detection of the ion.

**Chart 1.** Structures of the Phosphorescent Zinc Sensor ZIrF and the Reference Probe IrF

In the present article we describe the design, synthesis, and evaluation of the phosphorescent mobile zinc sensor, ZIrF (Chart 1). The zinc-sensing capability of ZIrF was examined in acetonitrile and
buffered aqueous (pH 7.0, 25 mM PIPES) solutions. A photophysical mechanism describing the phosphorescence response to zinc ions was established. The utility of ZIrF for zinc sensing by long-lifetime emission was demonstrated by time-gated acquisition of signals that were contaminated by fluorescence from 10-methylacridinium ion (Acr⁺) ion, an analog of the coenzyme NAD⁺, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide. Finally, photoluminescence intensity-based imaging by confocal laser scanning microscopy and lifetime-based imaging by fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) studies were performed to validate the ability of ZIrF to detect intracellular mobile zinc.

II. Experimental Details

Spectroscopic Measurements. Milli-Q grade water (18.2 MΩ-cm) was used to prepare solutions for spectroscopic measurements. PIPES (piperazine-N,N'-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid), ≥99%) was purchased from Aldrich. A pH 7.0 buffer solution was prepared by dissolving PIPES (25 mM) in milli-Q water and adjusting the pH with a standard KOH solution (45 wt %, Aldrich) or a HCl solution (1 N, Aldrich). The buffer solution was further treated with Chelex®100 resin (BIO-RAD) to remove trace metal ions and filtered through a membrane (pore size = 0.45 µm). The pH of the buffer solution was verified before use. Fresh metal stock solutions (typically, 0.1 or 0.01 M except for CrCl₃·6H₂O (1 mM; Aldrich)) were prepared in milli-Q water using the corresponding chloride salts: CuCl₂ (99.999%, Aldrich), NaCl (≥99.5%, Aldrich), KCl (puratonic grade, Calbiochem), MgCl₂ (99.99%, Aldrich), CaCl₂ (99.99%, Aldrich), CrCl₃·6H₂O (98%, Aldrich), MnCl₂ (99.99%, Aldrich), FeCl₂ (99.99%, Aldrich), CoCl₂ (99.9%, Aldrich), NiCl₂ (99.99%, Aldrich), ZnCl₂ (99.999%, Aldrich), and CdCl₂ (99.999%, Aldrich). A TPEN solution was prepared by dissolving N,N,N',N'-tetrakis(2-picolyl)ethylenediamine (≥99%, Sigma) in DMSO (99.9%, Aldrich). Zn(ClO₄)₂·6H₂O (Aldrich) was dissolved in CH₃CN (spectrophotometric grade, Aldrich) to 1 mM and 10 mM concentration. The sensor was dissolved in DMSO to a concentration of 10 mM. The sensor solution was partitioned into Eppendorf centrifuge tubes and stored frozen at 4 °C. For spectroscopic measurements, the sensor solution was thawed just before running experiments. Typically, 3 mL of pH 7.0 buffer and 3 µL of the sensor solution (10 mM) were mixed to
give a 10 µM solution. Acetonitrile solutions (spectrophotometric grade, Aldrich) of ZIrF (10 µM) were freshly prepared before measurements. A 1 cm × 1 cm fluorimeter cell with a screw septum cap (Starna) was used for steady-state optical measurements. UV-vis absorption spectra were collected on a Varian Cary 1E double-beam scanning spectrophotometer at 25 °C. Phosphorescence spectra were obtained by using a Photon Technology International (NJ) Quanta Master 30 spectrofluorimeter at 25 °C or a Quanta Master 40 scanning spectrofluorimeter at room temperature (~25 °C). The solutions were excited by using an excitation beam at 340 nm throughout the phosphorescence measurements unless otherwise noted. A 3 µL portion of a 1 mM ZnCl₂ or Zn(ClO₄)₂ solution was added per each titration step. Photoluminescence measurements at low temperature were performed by integrating a cryostat (Optistat®DN, Oxford Instruments) into a Quanta Master 40 spectrofluorimeter. Cryogenic temperatures were maintained by liquid nitrogen, and the temperature was controlled by an ITC 601PT temperature controller (Oxford Instruments). He gas was allowed to fill the sample compartment of the cryostat. pH titrations of phosphorescence intensity (P.I.) were conducted with KOH solutions (milli-Q water, pH = 12) containing KCl (100 mM) and the sensor (10 µM) by the addition of aqueous HCl solutions (6, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.1, or 0.05 M). pKₐ was determined using eq 1, where A and B are proportionality constants.

\[
P.I. = \frac{A \cdot K_+ + B \cdot [H^+]^-}{[H^+]^- + K_+} \times [\text{ZIrF}]_{\text{total}}
\]

(1)

The phosphorescence quantum yield (Φᵢ) was determined through an absolute method by employing an integrating sphere. The CH₂CN solutions containing ZIrF (O.D. = 0.2) with or without zinc ion (~ 10 equiv) were excited by a 420 nm beam and the total emission was collected for integration. All solutions for phosphorescence measurements were air-equilibrated except those used to measure phosphorescence quantum yields, photoluminescence lifetimes, and femtosecond transient absorptions. Other experimental conditions were described previously.¹²¹ Time-resolved emission spectra (TRES) were acquired through a time-correlated single photon counting technique by using a FluoTime 200
instrument (PicoQuant, Germany). A 342 nm diode laser (pulse energy = 35 pJ) with repetition rate of 125 kHz was used as the excitation source. The phosphorescence signal from 430 nm to 700 nm was collected through an automated motorized monochromator and recorded with a NanoHarp 250 unit at a step size of 5 nm. The TRES experiment was performed in duplicate using freshly prepared samples.

**Determination of $K_d$.** An approach previously reported by us$^{53,122}$ was used to determine $K_d$ for Zn(II) binding to ZIrF. An equilibrium model for the formation of a 1:1 ligand:metal complex was applied. Mathematical derivations of equations 2 and 3 (see Results and Discussion) are described in Supporting Information. A non-linear least squares method was applied to fit the titration data to eq 2 for the determination of $K_d$, which subsequently gave a set of free zinc ion concentrations ([Zn]$_{\text{free}}$) after applying eq 3. The free zinc ion concentration was used to update the $K_d$. This procedure was iterated ($K_d$ and [Zn]$_{\text{free}}$) until the $r^2$ value of the nonlinear least squares fit result could not be improved. A curve-fitting module embedded in a Microcal Origin 7.5 software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA) was used for this purpose. Phosphorescence titration experiments were carried out in triplicate with samples prepared from different preparation batches.

**Time-Gated Photoluminescence.** Time-gated acquisition of photoluminescence spectra was performed by employing the TRES technique (see Spectroscopic Measurements). ZIrF (10 µM) and 10-methylacridinium perchlorate (2 µM) were dissolved in pH 7.0 buffered solutions (25 mM PIPES, air-equilibrated). Delayed photoluminescence spectra acquired after 100 ns did not contain fluorescence originating from 10-methylacridinium ion. Thus, a photoluminescence spectrum at 120 ns delay was chosen and compared with the total photoluminescence spectrum.

**Electrochemical Measurements.** Cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out with a CHI630 B instrument (CE Instruments, Inc.) using three electrode assemblies. Pt wires were used as working and counter electrodes. The Ag/AgNO$_3$ (10 mM) couple was employed as a reference electrode. Measurements were carried out in Ar-saturated CH$_3$CN solutions (3 mL) with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate as supporting electrolyte (0.1 M) at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The concentration of ZIrF was 1 mM. The ferrocenium/ferrocene couple was employed as an external reference.
**Calculations.** Quantum chemical calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) were carried out using Gaussian 03. An N,N-trans structure was employed as the starting geometry. Ground state geometry optimization and single point calculations were performed using Becke’s three parameter B3LYP exchange-correlation functional and the “double−ξ” quality LANL2DZ basis set for the Ir atom and the 6-31G+(d,p) basis set for the other atoms. A pseudo potential (LANL2DZ) was applied to replace inner core electrons of the Ir atom, leaving the outer core [(5s)²(5p)⁶] electrons and the (5d)⁶ valence electrons. Frequency calculations were subsequently performed to assess stability of the convergence. For TD-DFT calculations, the unrestricted UB3LYP functional and the identical basis sets used for the geometry optimization were applied to the optimized geometry. The polarizable continuum model (C-PCM) with a parameter set for water was applied to account for solvation effects. Twenty lowest triplet and singlet states were calculated and analyzed. Calculation of the MLCT contribution to the excited states was performed by adopting a method described previously.

**Cell Culture.** A549 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (PAA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 units/mL), and streptomycin (100 µg/mL) at 37 °C in a humidified incubator under 5% CO₂.

**MTT Assays.** A549 cells were seeded into a 96-well plate and incubated for 24 h. The cells were treated with ZIrF at the indicated concentrations and incubated. After 5 h, the cells were treated with 20 µL of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT, 2 mg/mL, Sigma) and incubated for additional 4 h. HeLa cells were treated identically except using a 12 h incubation period. After removing the medium, 100 µL of DMSO was added to each well. The absorption signal at 595 nm of the purple formazan solution was recorded by using a Molecular Devices SPECTRAMAX microplate reader.

**Phosphorescence Microscopy.** One day before imaging, A549 cells were plated onto glass-bottom culture dishes. A solution of ZnCl₂ and sodium pyritione (NaPT) (Zn/NaPT; 1:1, v/v) was prepared just before cell treatment. The cells were thoroughly washed with PBS three times and supplemented with
serum-free RPMI 1640 medium. Then, cells were treated with ZIrF (5 μM) and incubated for 30 min, after which phosphorescence microscope images were acquired. Subsequently, the cells were treated with the Zn/NaPT (50 μM). After 15 min, phosphorescence microscopy images were taken and TPEN was added (100 μM). To prepare fixed cells, the medium was removed from the culture dishes and the cells were rinsed with PBS. The cells were fixed using 4% formaldehyde (A549 cells) or MeOH (HeLa cells) and mounted with VECTASHIELD. A Carl Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal laser scanning microscope was used to obtain phosphorescence images. An excitation beam (405 nm) was focused onto the dish and the signals were acquired through an emission band-pass filter (505 – 570 nm). Phosphorescence images and mean intensity were analyzed using a LSM 510 version 4.0 software. A Zeiss Axiovert 200M epifluorescence microscope equipped with a 63x oil-immersion objective was used to assess the photostability of photoluminescence signals from dye-treated HeLa cells. ZIrF-treated live cells were excited by using an Exfo X-Cite 120 mercury halide lamp and imaged by using a customized filter set that incorporates a DAPI excitation filter and a fluorescein emission filter. A filter set optimized for fluorescein was employed for imaging Zinpyr-1-treated cells. Photoluminescence images were visualized using a Volocity software (Improvision).

**Fluorescence Lifetime Microscopy.** An inverse time-resolved microscope instrument (PicoQuant MicroTime 200) was employed for fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) experiments. Fixed A549 cells attached onto a slide glass were covered with a thin cover glass, on which an excitation beam was focused. A 375 nm ps pulsed diode laser (< 1 μW) with 2.5 MHz repetition rate was used for excitation. An instrumental response function of the system was ~240 ps at fwhm. A dichroic mirror (Z375RDC, AHF), a long-pass filter (HQ405lp, AHF), a 50-μm pinhole, a band-pass filter of 550 nm (FB550-40, Thorlabs), and a single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) were used to collect emissions from the A549 cells. The time-resolved emission signals were obtained with a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique. Typically, an 80 μm × 80 μm sample area consisting of 200 × 200 pixels were
scanned with an acquisition rate of 2 ms/pixel. FLIM images and their exponential fits were analyzed by using a SymPhoTime software provided by the manufacturer.

III. Results and Discussion

Synthesis and Calculation

\[ \text{Scheme 1. Synthesis of the phosphorescent zinc sensor, ZIrF} \]

The synthetic route to ZIrF is depicted in Scheme 1. ZIrF was prepared in five steps. The cyclometalated chloride-bridged Ir(III) dimer containing 2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)pyridine (dfppy), \([\text{Ir(dfppy)}_2(\mu-\text{Cl})]_2\), was obtained according to a method described in the literature, which includes Pd(0)-catalyzed Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling between 2,4-difluorophenyl boronic acid and 2-bromopyridine followed by a Nonoyama reaction.\(^{129,130}\) A 1,10-phenanthroline ligand linked to a zinc-chelating di(2-picolyl)amino (DPA) moiety was obtained through SeO\(_2\)-mediated benzylic oxidation of 4-methyl-1,10-phenanthroline, which was subsequently subjected to reductive amination with di(2-picolyl)amine. Finally, substitution of the chlorides in \([\text{Ir(dfppy)}_2(\mu-\text{Cl})]_2\) with the DPA-appended 1,10-phenanthroline ligand was performed, followed by metathesis with NH\(_4\)PF\(_6\) afforded ZIrF. The
compound was purified and analyzed by standard procedures to verify the anticipated structure. The cationic sensor was highly soluble in polar organic solvents such as DMSO and buffered aqueous solutions (pH 7.0, 25 mM PIPES) up to concentrations of 10 mM and 100 µM, respectively. A reference compound (IrF) lacking the DPA appendage was prepared in a similar manner.

In order to gain insight into the photophysical processes of ZIrF and IrF, DFT (B3LYP/LANL2DZ:6-31+G(d,p)) and TD-DFT (UB3LYP/LANL2DZ:6-31+G(d,p)) calculations were carried out. Figure 1 displays the calculated geometry and molecular orbitals that participate in the lowest energy triplet transitions for both complexes. The calculated structure of the chromophore of ZIrF, [Ir(dfppy)₂phen]⁺, is almost identical to that of IrF (Supporting Information, SI, Table S1), but there is a difference in their simulated electronic transitions (Table 1). IrF has a lowest energy triplet excited state that is composed of a complex set of electronic transitions involving a metal-to-phen charge transfer (MLCT) transition, a phen ligand-centered transition (LCphen), and a dfppy ligand-to-phen ligand charge transfer transition (LdfppyLphenCT), which are constructed from HOMO–6, HOMO–3, and LUMO+1. In contrast, ZIrF has an extra charge transfer at the phen ligand (ILphenCT), which occurs from the weakly interacting DPA (HOMO–5 and HOMO–9) to the phen (LUMO+1) orbital. The calculated triplet state energies of ZIrF and IrF are similar, 450 nm and 447 nm, respectively. The MLCT contribution is, however,
Table 1. Calculated Character of the Lowest Energy Triplet Transitions (T<sub>1</sub>) in ZIrF and IrF<sup>a</sup>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; (eV, nm)</th>
<th>participating MO (expansion coefficient)</th>
<th>transition character&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZIrF</td>
<td>2.75 (450)</td>
<td>HOMO−9 → LUMO+1 (0.34)</td>
<td>ML&lt;sub&gt;phen&lt;/sub&gt;CT (6%) + LC&lt;sub&gt;phen&lt;/sub&gt; + L&lt;sub&gt;dfppy&lt;/sub&gt;L&lt;sub&gt;phen&lt;/sub&gt;CT + IL&lt;sub&gt;phen&lt;/sub&gt;CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HOMO−5 → LUMO+1 (0.44)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IrF</td>
<td>2.77 (447)</td>
<td>HOMO−6 → LUMO+1 (0.38)</td>
<td>ML&lt;sub&gt;phen&lt;/sub&gt;CT (10%) + LC&lt;sub&gt;phen&lt;/sub&gt; + L&lt;sub&gt;dfppy&lt;/sub&gt;L&lt;sub&gt;phen&lt;/sub&gt;CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HOMO−3 → LUMO+1 (0.43)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>B3LYP/LANL2DZ:6-31+G(d,p)//UB3LYP/LANL2DZ:6-31+G(d,p). <sup>b</sup>ML<sub>phen</sub>CT, metal-to-phen ligand charge transfer transition; LC<sub>phen</sub>, phen ligand-centered transition; L<sub>dfppy</sub>L<sub>phen</sub>CT, dfppy ligand-to-phen ligand charge transfer transition; IL<sub>phen</sub>CT, intraligand charge transfer transition of phen ligand.

markedly smaller for ZIrF (6%; c.f., 10% for IrF), which can be ascribed to the presence of the additional IL<sub>phen</sub>CT transition. Although the oscillator strength for triplet transitions is not provided by the current level of TD-DFT theory, this result suggests that the weaker phosphorescence intensity of ZIrF arises from the MLCT contribution, which is a rough estimate of efficiency for a triplet transition. Another prediction is that phosphorescent MLCT transitions are facile if the IL<sub>phen</sub>CT transition becomes inaccessible by stabilizing HOMO−5 and HOMO−9. Such a situation is achieved through metal binding to the DPA moiety.

**Photophysical Characterization and Zinc-sensing Properties**

The UV-vis absorption spectrum of ZIrF in CH<sub>3</sub>CN (10 µM, room temperature) displays a typical π−π* ligand-centered (LC) transition at 262 nm (log ε = 4.73) and a singlet metal-to-ligand charge transfer (<sup>1</sup>MLCT) transition around 363 nm (log ε = 3.88) (SI, Figure S1 and Table 2). A triplet MLCT (<sup>3</sup>MLCT) or LC (<sup>3</sup>LC) transition was observed at 449 nm (log ε = 2.73), which is characteristic of cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes.<sup>131</sup> An automated scan of excitation (250 – 700 nm) and emission (250 – 730 nm) wavelengths for ZIrF (10 µM, Figure 2a) established that an effective excitation range for phosphorescence emission is 250 – 400 nm, which corresponds to <sup>1</sup>LC or <sup>1</sup>MLCT transitions. The phosphorescence spectrum (10 µM, λ<sub>ex</sub> = 340 nm) measured at room temperature has a broad emission
band with a maximum at 491 nm and shoulders at 461 nm and 528 nm (Figure 2a, inset). Because the

**Figure 2.** (a) Photoluminescence action spectrum of ZIrF (298 K). Inset figure is phosphorescence spectrum at $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 340$ nm. (b) Phosphorescence spectra at various temperatures ($\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 340$ nm). Room temperature time-resolved emission spectra (TRES; $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 342$ nm) of ZIrF in the (c) absence and (d) presence of zinc ion (3 equiv). Inset figures are normalized phosphorescence spectra at delay times of 8 and 72 ns. Identical depth scale is employed for (c) and (d). 10 $\mu$M ZIrF in air-equilibrated CH$_3$CN solutions were used for measurements.

phosphorescent platform is a heteroleptic construct having two different chromophoric ligands (dfppy and phen), an excited-state energy equilibrium between the higher energy ligand (dfppy) and the lower energy ligand (phen) was expected. Thus, the observation of multiple emission bands for ZIrF at 461, 491, and 528 nm can be rationalized by concurrent population of excited states at dfppy and phen ligands due to partial or reverse energy transfer. Phosphorescence spectra measured in frozen CH$_3$CN
solutions (10 μM, <150 K) displayed a characteristic emission from the dfppy ligands with sharp vibronic progressions, with \( \Delta \nu = 1351 \pm 12 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) (Figure 2b). The 0–0 transition energy of this phosphorescence spectrum is 21300 cm\(^{-1}\), which is identical to that of a previous report of dfppy phosphorescence.\(^{136}\) The emission energy is notably higher than that of low temperature photoluminescence of \([\text{Ir(phen)}(\text{HDPA})\text{Cl}_2]^+\) (HDPA = \(2,2''\)-dipyridylamine), in which the phenanthroline ligand is responsible for phosphorescence.\(^{137}\) Increasing the temperature resulted in a structureless emission with a peak wavelength of 528 nm. This value is bathochromically shifted (\( \Delta \nu = 2292 \text{ cm}^{-1} \)) from that of dfppy phosphorescence. The 528 nm emission should be therefore ascribed to phosphorescence of the phen ligand as a consequence of excited-state energy transfer. The rigidochromism, the temperature-dependent shift in emission maxima, indicates the presence of a thermal activation barrier required for the excited-state energy equilibrium. Similar observations were previously reported for other heteroleptic Ir(III) complexes.\(^{138,139}\) The strong charge-transfer (CT) character of the phen ligand phosphorescence was identified by positive solvatochromism revealed in the Lippert-Mataga plot\(^{140,141}\) (SI, Figure S2). We previously observed similar solvatochromic and rigidochromic phosphorescence for a series of Ir(III) complexes exhibiting interligand energy transfer.\(^{132,135}\) In summary, the present steady-state photophysical measurements reveal that ZIrF comprises a unique multichromophoric platform with dual blue (470 nm) and yellow (528 nm) emission.

Dual emission was further examined by measuring TRES at room temperature (Figures 2c and d). The TRES of the zinc-free ZIrF solution (air-equilibrated) is a mixture of emission from the dfppy and phen components (Figure 2c). Phosphorescence from dfppy ligand (\( \lambda_{\text{em}} = 480 \text{ nm} \)) dominates in the short time regime (<16 ns) and then weakens, leaving multiple emission bands overlapping with the phosphorescence spectrum of the phen ligand (\( \lambda_{\text{em}} = 530 \text{ nm} \)). Addition of zinc ion as Zn(ClO\(_4\))\(_2\) (3 equiv) to the ZIrF solution selectively turns on the phen ligand phosphorescence (Figure 2d). Interestingly, TRES of the zinc admixture did not evoke the dfppy phosphorescence. This result
suggests that the phosphorescent transition from the phen ligand becomes facile by zinc coordination, lowering the probability for endothermic reverse energy transfer to the dfppy ligands.

Figure 3. (a) Change in phosphorescence spectrum with increasing total zinc concentration. (b) Spectra shown in (a) are plotted to have same intensities at 528 nm: Blue line, zinc-free; red line, 1.8 equiv of zinc ion. (c) A titration isotherm plotting phosphorescence intensity as a function of amount of added zinc ion (equiv). (d) Change in phosphorescence intensity ratio at 528 nm vs 460 nm with various amount of added zinc ion. Condition: 10 µM ZIrF in air-equilibrated CH\textsubscript{3}CN, λ\textsubscript{ex} = 340 nm.

A phosphorescence titration of ZIrF (10 µM) by continuous addition of zinc ion as Zn(ClO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2} (0 – 1.8 equiv) showed an increase in intensity with a phosphorescence turn-on ratio of 64 (Figures 3a and c). In contrast, IrF did not exhibit a change in phosphorescence when zinc ions were added (SI, Figure S3), revealing that the interaction between DPA and zinc ion is responsible for the phosphorescence turn-on. A binding isotherm plotting phosphorescence intensity as a function of total zinc concentration indicates a 1:1 stoichiometry. Normalization of the phosphorescence intensities at 528 nm reveals a clear ratiometric change in response to zinc binding (Figure 3b). The phosphorescence spectrum of zinc-free
ZIrF consists of emission bands from the dfppy (461 nm and 490 nm) and phen (528 nm) ligands. Addition of zinc ion selectively turned on the phosphorescence of phen ligand, affording a 22-fold increase in the phosphorescence intensity ratio of 528 nm vs 460 nm. A binding titration isotherm, plotting the phosphorescence intensity ratio, again returned a 1:1 binding curve (Figure 3d), which is consistent with the titration results based on total phosphorescence intensity (Figure 3c). This ratiometric phosphorescence response changes the emission color from blue to yellow, which generates a shift in the Commission internationale de L’Eclairage chromaticity coordinate from $(x, y) = (0.245, 0.437)$ to $(0.321, 0.582)$. The phosphorescence quantum yields ($\Phi_p$) of ZIrF were determined by employing an absolute method (see Experimental Details), returning values for the zinc-free and -bound forms of 2.0% and 58%, respectively. This change in $\Phi_p$ resulted in $ca.$ 30-fold increase in brightness (4449/153). The photoluminescence lifetime of ZIrF measured in Ar-saturated CH$_3$CN solutions experienced a modest increase upon zinc coordination ($\tau_{obs} = 1.2$ µs and 1.9 µs for zinc-free and -bound forms, respectively). Radiative ($k_r$) and nonradiative decay ($k_{nr}$) rate constants, calculated by applying relationships $k_r = \Phi_p/\tau_{obs}$ and $k_{nr} = (1-\Phi_p)/\tau_{obs}$, reveal that zinc coordination effects an increase in

**Table 2. Photophysical and Electrochemical Properties of ZIrF and Its Zinc Complex**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>$\lambda_{obs}$ (nm, log $\varepsilon$)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{em}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\Phi_p$ (%)</th>
<th>brightness$^b$</th>
<th>$\tau_{obs}$ (µs)$^c$</th>
<th>$k_r$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{nr}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$E_{ox}$ (V)$^d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZIrF</td>
<td>262 (4.73), 363 (3.88), 449 (2.73)</td>
<td>461 (sh), 491, 528 (sh)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7 x 10$^4$</td>
<td>8.2 x 10$^5$</td>
<td>1.28, 1.48, 1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Zn$^{2+}$</td>
<td>261 (4.71), 364 (3.88), 447 (2.83)</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4449</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.1 x 10$^5$</td>
<td>2.2 x 10$^5$</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$10 µM acetonitrile solutions except for electrochemical measurements. $^b$Brightness = $\varepsilon_{355\text{ nm}} \times \Phi_p$. $^c\lambda_{ex}$ = 355 nm and $\lambda_{obs}$ = 500 nm. $^d$Relative to SCE; Pt wires for working and counter electrodes; an Ag/AgNO$_3$ for a reference electrode; 1 mM ZIrF and 0.1 M Bu$_4$NPF$_6$ in Ar-saturated acetonitrile solutions.
radiative rate and a decrease in nonradiative rate. The photophysical parameters for ZIrF and its zinc complex are summarized in Table 2.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** (a) Change in phosphorescence spectrum with varying total zinc concentration. (b) Corresponding phosphorescence titration isotherm. The red solid line is a theoretical fit. Refer to text for the theoretical model. Conditions: 10 µM ZIrF in air-equilibrated pH 7.0 buffer (25 mM PIPES), \( \lambda_{\text{ex}} = 340 \text{ nm} \).

The zinc-sensing ability of ZIrF (10 µM) was further examined in pH 7.0 buffered solutions (25 mM PIPES). The phosphorescence spectrum of a zinc-free form of ZIrF showed a peak at 520 nm and is brighter than that taken in acetonitrile. The \( \Phi_p \) determined relative to a fluorescein standard (\( \Phi_{\text{Fl}} = 0.79, 1.0 \text{ N NaOH} \)) is 5%. Addition of ZnCl\(_2\) produced a phosphorescence turn-on with a turn-on ratio of 12 (Figure 4a). The phosphorescence titration isotherm shown in Figure 4b indicates 1:1 binding, which was further confirmed by a Job’s plot (SI, Figure S4). An apparent dissociation constant (\( K_d \)) was calculated by applying eq 2, derived from a theoretical 1:1 binding model. Eq 2 was then combined with a quadratic equation simulating the free zinc concentration ([Zn]\(_{\text{free}}\)) (eq 3). Mathematical derivations for eqs 2 and 3 are provided in Supporting Information. In eq 2, the phosphorescence intensity (\( P.I. \)) of ZIrF is corrected by a contribution from protonated species at pH 7.0 (0.00263; *vide infra*). Iterations by nonlinear least squares fits of eqs 2 and 3 returned \( K_d = 11 \text{ nM} \).
\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_t + 0.00263\alpha_z + \frac{[Zn]_{free}}{K_d} & \times [ZIrF]_{total} \\
n & = 1.00263 + \frac{[Zn]_{free}}{K_d} \\
[\text{Zn}]_{total}^2 + ([ZIrF]_{total} - [Zn]_{total} + 1.00263K_d)[Zn]_{free} - 1.00263K_d[Zn]_{total} = 0
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 5.** (a) Phosphorescence spectra of ZIrF showing reversible binding with zinc ions. Empty triangles, zinc-free solution; filled inverted triangles, in the presence of zinc ion (1 equiv); filled circles, after subsequent addition of TPEN (5 equiv). (b) Phosphorescent zinc selectivity of ZIrF. Grey bars, in the presence of metal ions; black bars, after subsequent addition of ZnCl$_2$ (1 equiv). Na$^+$, Mg$^{2+}$, K$^+$, and Ca$^{2+}$ ions are 100 equiv. Other divalent metal ions are 1 equiv. Chloride salts were used. Conditions: 10 \mu M ZIrF in air-equilibrated pH 7.0 buffer (25 mM PIPES), $\lambda_{ex} = 340$ nm.

Addition of TPEN (5 equiv) to a ZIrF solution containing ZnCl$_2$ (1 equiv) promptly restored the phosphorescence spectrum to that of the zinc-free form (Figure 5a). In addition, the phosphorescence turn-on response of ZIrF is selective for zinc among the biologically abundant metal ions. Paramagnetic Fe$^{2+}$, Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, and Cu$^{2+}$ ions bind more strongly than zinc, but they quench the phosphorescence. Na$^+$, Mg$^{2+}$, K$^+$, Ca$^{2+}$, and Mn$^{2+}$ ions did not interfere with the zinc-induced phosphorescence turn-on (Figure 5b). Finally, the effect of protonation on phosphorescence intensity was investigated. As shown in Figure 6a, the phosphorescence spectrum of ZIrF exhibited a phosphorescence ratiometric change between pH 5.13 and 4.50. At pH values $\geq 5.13$, ZIrF displayed a 522 nm-centered phosphorescence
with a shoulder at 453 nm, a spectral behavior similar that for the zinc-free form in CH$_3$CN. The phosphorescence spectrum shifted bathochromically to 548 nm under more acidic conditions (pH \leq 4.50) with a concomitant increase in phosphorescence intensity. This proton-induced phosphorescence turn-on is consistent with photoinduced electron transfer (PeT) being responsible for the quenching process that exists in the zinc-free form of ZIrF. The observation that protonation causes a red-shift in the phosphorescence spectrum suggests the presence of an additional mechanism for the phosphorescence modulation other than PeT. A typical sigmoidal curve is observed for the pH titration of the phosphorescence intensity of ZIrF (Figure 6b). A pK$_a$ value of 4.42 was calculated by employing eq 1 (Experimental Details), which is well below the typical physiological pH range. In contrast, the zinc-bound form maintained its high phosphorescence intensity in a broad pH range between 10 – 2.5. This result demonstrates that proton-induced phosphorescence turn-on is minimal (0.3 % enhancement at pH 7.0) for ZIrF, a favorable property for targeting a broad range of biological specimens.

**Photophysical Mechanism of the Phosphorescence Response**
The Ir(IV)/Ir(III) potential occurs at 1.61 V (vs SCE) in ZIrF, as indicated in the cyclic voltammogram, Figure 7. ZIrF also has an irreversible oxidation at 1.28 V (vs SCE), which disappears when zinc ions are introduced into the solution (Figure 7). We assign this feature to oxidation of the DPA moiety by comparison to the oxidation of di(2-picolyl)amine (Figure 7, filled triangles); the potential of this unit will increase significantly upon binding to Zn$^{2+}$. Insertion of this value ($E_{ox}(D^+/D) = 1.28$ V), the reduction potential of ZIrF ($E_{red}(A/A^-) = -1.32$ V; SI, Figure S5), excitation energy ($\Delta E_{00} = 3.65$ eV), and charge separation term value ($c = 0.69$ eV) into the Rehm-Weller equation returns a positive driving force for PeT ($-\Delta G_{PeT} = - (E_{ox}(D^+/D) - E_{red}(A/A^-)) + \Delta E_{00} + c = 1.74$ eV).$^{143,144}$ The charge separation term ($c$) was calculated by adopting $-e^2/4r$, where $r$ (5.2 Å) was determined by the optimized geometry of ZIrF (Figure 1 and SI, Table S1). Thus, PeT is facile and leads to phosphorescence turn-off for zinc-free form.

**Figure 7.** Cyclic voltammogram of ZIrF in the absence (empty squares) or presence (filled squares) of Zn(ClO$_4$)$_2$ (5 equiv). The cyclic voltammogram of di(2-picolyl)amine (DPA) is shown for comparison (filled triangles). Conditions: Scan rate = 100 mV/s; 1 mM in Ar-saturated CH$_3$CN containing Bu$_4$NPF$_6$ (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte; Pt wire counter and working electrodes; and the Ag/AgNO$_3$ couple for the reference electrode.
To gain additional insight into the excited-state photophysics involved in the zinc-induced phosphorescence change, we performed femtosecond laser flash photolysis studies of Ar-saturated CH$_3$CN solutions (0.30 mM, $\lambda_{ex} = 420$ nm) of IrF and ZIrF. Transient absorption spectra of the IrF reference compound obtained upon femtosecond laser excitation are shown in Figure 8a. Visible and near infrared (NIR) absorption bands at 540 and 1100 (very weak) nm, respectively, are characteristic of the phenanthroline radical anion.$^{146,147}$ The solution spectrum of the uncomplexed phenanthroline radical ion has absorptions at 604 and 657 nm,$^{146,147}$ which in the complex are blue-shifted to the broad single absorption at 540 nm owing to electron-withdrawing influence of the Ir(IV) core. From the time-dependent growth of the 540 nm band (Figure 8b) we compute a time constant of 2.6 ps, which corresponds to the conversion rate of the Franck-Condon $^1$MLCT state to the thermally equilibrated $^3$MLCT state.$^{148,149}$

The transient absorption spectrum of the zinc-free form of ZIrF observed at 30 ps after femtosecond laser excitation in Figure 8c displays a similar absorption band at 530 nm, but the broad NIR band (1000 nm) is clearly blue-shifted as compared to the NIR $^3$MLCT band (1100 nm) of IrF. This difference may result from a CT state different from that of $^3$MLCT, because the DPA moiety in ZIrF is easier to be oxidized compared with the Ir(III) metal center judging from the CV results in Figure 7. Moreover, there is virtually no emission from the CT state of ZIrF in contrast to IrF. We therefore tentatively
Figure 8. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra measured at 1 and 30 ps delay (left panels) and absorption time profiles (right panels) for (a, b) IrF (0.3 mM), (c, d) Zn-free form (0.3 mM), and (e, f) Zn-bound form of ZIrF (0.3 mM, 1 mM zinc ion). Ar-saturated CH$_3$CN solutions were excited at 420 nm.

assign the absorption bands at 530 and 1000 nm to intraligand CT transitions from DPA to the phenanthroline moiety ($\text{IL}_{\text{phen}}\text{CT}$). Upon photoexcitation, the $^1\text{MLCT}$ state may also be formed, and the 530 nm absorbance band in Figure 8d having a time constant of 3.3 ps may correspond to electron transfer from the DPA moiety to the phen ligand to produce the $\text{IL}_{\text{phen}}\text{CT}$ state. Although these
absorption bands do not decay on the time scale of our femtosecond laser flash photolysis measurements (up to 3 ns), we could not observe any transient absorption in the nanosecond laser flash photolysis measurements (data not shown). Thus, the IL\textsubscript{phen}CT must decay at sub-microsecond regime with no emission via back electron transfer to the ground state. This behavior may explain the quenching of the phosphorescence emission by the DPA moiety in the zinc-free state.

Addition of zinc ion to ZIrF resulted in an interesting change in the transient absorption spectra, as shown in Figure 8e. Upon photoexcitation, the observed transient absorption spectrum at 1 ps is the same as that in the absence of zinc ion, exhibiting the broad NIR band at 1000 nm. At 30 ps, the NIR band is red-shifted to 1100 nm, as occurs for the reference compound (IrF). This result suggests that the IL\textsubscript{phen}CT state initially formed is converted to the MLCT state, which becomes energetically more favorable because of the positive shift of the one-electron oxidation potential of the DPA moiety induced by zinc binding (Figure 7). The time profile of the absorbance at 540 nm in Figure 8f affords a time constant of 1.4 ps, corresponding to electron transfer from the Ir(III) core to the zinc-bound phen moiety to produce the emissive MLCT state.

DFT/TD-DFT calculations also suggest that DPA promotes the IL\textsubscript{phen}CT transition that contributes to the lowest energy triplet state of ZIrF (vide supra). In contrast, the lowest energy triplet state of IrF mainly consists of the ML\textsubscript{phen}CT transition together with other transitions centered on the phen ligand. The calculations predict that zinc coordination at DPA stabilizes HOMO−5 and HOMO−9 (Figure 1), which subsequently suppresses IL\textsubscript{phen}CT character. This prediction is in accord with the loss of the IL\textsubscript{phen}CT character for the zinc-bound form observed in the femtosecond transient absorption spectra (Figure 8e). Taken together, the most reasonable scheme that accounts for our results is depicted in Figure 9. In the absence of zinc ions, excited-state energy equilibrium occurs via a thermal activation barrier between the dfppy (3ML\textsubscript{dfppy}CT) and the phen (3ML\textsubscript{phen}CT) ligand states, from which internal conversion corresponding to a nonradiative IL\textsubscript{phen}CT transition state takes place, yielding weak phosphorescence. Additionally, PeT is facilitated from DPA to Ir(IV), generating a nonemissive charge-
separated state (CS). Zinc coordination at DPA suppresses PeT and, at the same time, destabilizes the IL\textsubscript{phen}CT transition state to restore the emissive ML\textsubscript{phen}CT state, leading to the phosphorescence turn-on.

**Figure 9.** Schematic representation of the mechanism for zinc-induced phosphorescence turn-on of ZIrF (ML\textsubscript{dfppy}CT, metal-to-dfppy ligand charge-transfer transition state; ML\textsubscript{phen}CT, metal-to-phen ligand charge-transfer transition state; CS, charge-separated state; IL\textsubscript{phen}CT, intraligand charge-transfer transition state of phen ligand).

**Time-Gated Acquisition of Phosphorescence Response**

One advantage of using phosphorescence signals is the possibility of performing time-gated acquisition, which allows for decay of background from autofluorescence before acquiring the data of interest. To illustrate this notion, we measured photoluminescence in the presence of 10-methylacridinium (Acr\textsuperscript{+}) ion to simulate typical autofluorescence. Acr\textsuperscript{+} is the product of 10-methyl-9,10-dihydroacridine oxidation, an NADH analogue. The total photoluminescence spectrum of a PIPES buffered solution (pH 7.0) containing ZIrF (10 \mu M) and Acr\textsuperscript{+} (2 \mu M) is dominated by broad fluorescence at 430 – 650 nm, emanating from Acr\textsuperscript{+} (Figure 10a). Under these conditions, photoluminescence turn-on by zinc (5 equiv) is very low, only 1.7-fold. In contrast, time-gated acquisition of the spectrum after a 120 ns delay completely removed the Acr\textsuperscript{+} fluorescence contribution, affording a 7-fold turn-on (Figure 10b). This result highlights the value of time-gated acquisition of phosphorescence signals in improving the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for bioimaging applications.
Figure 10. Time-gated acquisition of zinc-induced photoluminescence turn-on of ZIrF. (a) Total photoluminescence spectrum of an air-equilibrated pH 7.0 buffer solution (25 mM PIPES) containing ZIrF (10 µM) and Acr⁺ (2 µM): Solid grey line, total photoluminescence spectrum; dashed grey line, fluorescence spectrum of Acr⁺ (2 µM); solid black line, after addition of ZnCl₂ (5 equiv). (b) Time-gated photoluminescence spectrum acquired after 120 ns delay: Grey line, zinc-free state; black line, after addition of ZnCl₂ (5 equiv). Excitation wavelength was 342 nm.

A similar improvement in the S/N ratio is attainable by using a zinc sensor such as Zinpyr-1⁴⁷ with visible-excitation (~500 nm) (SI, Figure S6). Such fluorescent sensors that can be excited in the visible or NIR are typically less versatile synthons, however, owing to the requirement of a rigid π-conjugated framework. In addition, there are numerous long wavelength-emitting chromophores in biological samples that potentially deteriorate S/N ratios. The fluorescence spectrum of NADH, for example, spans a broad range, from 400 nm to 600 nm, with strong visible absorption.¹⁵⁰⁻¹⁵² Thus, sensors with long-lived photoluminescence are versatile alternatives for improving S/N ratios. We also envision that background emission can be totally removed by lowering the pKₐ to eliminate proton-induced turn-on signals. Previous work has established the ability to fine-tune the pKₐ of fluorescent zinc sensors.³²⁻³⁸

Intracellular Zinc Imaging

As a more realistic demonstration of the value of ZIrF we imaged mobile zinc in live A549, adenocarcinoma human alveolar basal epithelial cells. Our experiments proved that ZIrF is cell-
permeable. As shown in Figure 11, dim background signals can be seen in ZIrF-treated (5 µM, 30 min) A549 cells. Exogenously supplied zinc ions caused the appearance of distinct photoluminescence signals in the cytoplasm. Subsequent incubation with the cell-permeable zinc-specific chelator, TPEN reduced the signal intensity, as expected for a zinc-responsive turn-on probe. Furthermore, the signal intensity did not increase for 60 min unless exogenous zinc ions were not supplied (SI, Figure S7). Photoluminescence turn-on was also observed for fixed cells (SI, Figure S8). Quantification of the

Figure 11. Phosphorescent detection of exogenously supplied intracellular zinc ions in live A549 cells. A549 cells were incubated with ZIrF (5 µM, 30 min; left columns), then with ZnCl₂/NaPT (1:1, v/v, 50 µM, 15 min; middle columns), and finally with TPEN (100 µM, 15 min; right columns): Left panels, bright field images; right panels, phosphorescence images. Scale bar corresponds to 50 µm. Identical intensity scale has been applied. Images were acquired from four independent experiments (field 1 – 4).
photoluminescence intensity of microscope images of the A549 cells revealed an approximately 2-fold enhancement following zinc addition (SI, Figure S8).

Having established phosphorescent intracellular zinc imaging with ZIrF by confocal laser scanning microscope, photoluminescence lifetime imaging experiments were performed for fixed A549 cells in order to isolate the phosphorescence signal from other contributions to the total photoluminescence (Figure 12). Photoluminescence lifetime images were acquired for an 80 µm × 80 µm sample area consisting of 200 × 200 pixels at an acquisition rate of 2 ms/pixel. A 375 nm ps diode laser was employed for excitation. Images at six different fields were taken for consistency (additional images are supplied in SI, Figure S9). Photoluminescence decay profiles of an entire image were deconvoluted as three exponential processes with short- (0.80 ns), mid- (6.1 ns), and long-lived (140 ns and 160 ns for zinc-free and zinc-supplemented A549 cells, respectively) components (Table 3 and SI, Figure S10). In contrast to the mid- (τ₂, green) and short-lived (τ₃, blue) components, which are invariant to the presence of zinc ions, the long-lived component (τ₁, red) experienced an apparent increase in lifetime, resulting in
a corresponding increase in the average photoluminescence lifetime ($\tau_{\text{avg}}$) (Table 3). The fact that the zinc-induced enhancement affected only $\tau_1$ indicates phosphorescence emission. Because the phosphorescence lifetime ($\tau_{\text{obs}}$) of ZIrF measured in Ar-saturated CH$_3$CN solutions increases slightly (58%) upon interaction with zinc ions (Table 2), the increase in $\tau_{\text{avg}}$ from 120 ns to 130 ns is reasonable. Therefore we can set a threshold of 125 ns for semi-quantitative detection by time-resolved studies. The prominent enrichment in the red colors of the overlay images (Figure 12a) is attributed to zinc-induced enhancement in the long-lived component. Amplitude curves recorded along the x-axis for long-lived component images (Figure 12e) unambiguously confirm the increased signals from the cells. Most importantly, the presence of a substantial amount of zinc-independent fluorescence signals ($\tau_2$ and $\tau_3$ images) underscores the importance of removing background.

Table 3. Analysis of the Decay Traces of the Photoluminescence Lifetime Images of ZIrF-Incubated A549 Cells Treated with (+) or without (−) Zinc Ions$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zinc</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{avg}}$ (ns)$^b$</th>
<th>$A_1$</th>
<th>$\tau_1$ (ns)</th>
<th>$A_2$</th>
<th>$\tau_2$ (ns)</th>
<th>$A_3$</th>
<th>$\tau_3$ (ns)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.97(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.99(7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$A triple exponential decay model was applied: $A$, amplitude; $\tau$, time constant.

$^b$ $\tau_{\text{avg}} = \Sigma A_i \tau_i^2 / \Sigma A_i \tau_i$ (i = 1 – 3).

The photostability of phosphorescence signals from ZIrF was compared with that of the known fluorescent zinc sensor, Zinpyr-1 (ZP1).$^{47}$ HeLa cells were incubated with ZnCl$_2$/NaPT (50 µM, 30 min), fixed with methanol, and thoroughly rinsed with fresh medium to remove floating cells after fixation. The cells were then treated with either ZIrF or ZP1 (10 µM, 20 min) and the extracellular solution was removed completely before imaging. The photoluminescence images were acquired for the treated cells during continuous exposure to an excitation beam using DAPI ($\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 300 – 400$ nm) and fluorescein ($\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 450 – 490$ nm) excitation filters for ZIrF and ZP1, respectively. As shown in Figure 13, the
photoluminescence intensity of ZP1 significantly diminished over 15 min while that of ZIrF remained high. These results highlight the superior photostability of the Ir(III) complex compared to that of the widely used xanthene-based probe.

**Figure 13.** Comparison of photostability of ZIrF and ZP1. HeLa cells were incubated with Zn/NaPT, fixed, and then treated with either ZIrF or ZP1. Photoluminescence microscope images were taken every three min as the cells were illuminated by the excitation beam.

One concern in the application of ZIrF for live cell studies is its moderate cytotoxicity. MTT assays established that IC$_{50}$ values of ZIrF for A549 (5 h incubation at 37 °C) and HeLa (12 h incubation at 37 °C) cells were 8.6 µM and 0.91 µM, respectively (SI, Figure S11). We additionally observed that prolonged irradiation (≥30 min) of ZIrF-incubated live cells resulted in significant cell death. We postulated that generation of detrimental levels of singlet oxygen ($^1$O$_2$) through collisional triplet-triplet energy transfer from photoexcited ZIrF to molecular oxygen may have produced this harmful effect. Quantum yield for photoinduced singlet oxygen generation ($\Phi(^1$O$_2$)) of ZIrF was determined to be 0.92 by employing 1,3- diphenylisobenzofuran (DPBF) and methylene blue as a $^1$O$_2$-responsive substrate and a standard material ($\Phi($O$_2$) = 0.52), respectively (SI, Figure S12).$^{153}$ This result suggests that ZIrF is a highly efficient photosensitizer for singlet oxygen generation, and reducing $\Phi(^1$O$_2$) remains a significant challenge to the future development of phosphorescent zinc sensors.

**IV. Summary**
We designed and synthesized a phosphorescent sensor (ZIrF) capable of detecting zinc ions in biological samples. The sensor consists of a zinc-binding di(2-picolyl)amine unit and a phosphorescent Ir(III) complex with two blue-phosphorescent 2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)pyridine ligands and a yellow-phosphorescent 1,10-phenanthroline ligand. As a result, the sensor exhibits dual emission in the blue (461 nm) and yellow (528 nm) regions in its zinc-free state while zinc addition invokes selective turn-on of the yellow phosphorescence. DFT/TD-DFT calculations, electrochemical measurements, and steady-state and transient spectroscopic investigations including femtosecond laser flash photolysis established that a combined effect of PeT modulation and perturbation of the lowest triplet states (i.e., MLCT vs ILCT) is responsible for the zinc-induced phosphorescence change. The sensor displayed a 12-fold phosphorescence turn-on at pH 7.0 in response to zinc ions. A Job’s plot and a titration isotherm plotting phosphorescence intensity vs zinc concentration established a 1:1 binding stoichiometry with $K_d = 11$ nM. The $pK_a$ of the sensor was determined to be as low as 4.16, well below the physiological range. ZIrF exhibits excellent reversibility and phosphorescence selectivity for zinc. We were able to isolate the zinc-responsive phosphorescence signals from total photoluminescence contaminated by simulated fluorescence noise from 10-methylacridinium ion. Finally, the phosphorescent zinc detection ability of ZIrF was applied to live cell imaging using A549 cells. Confocal laser scanning microscope techniques were used to visualize phosphorescence turn-on in response to intracellular zinc ions. Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) experiments detected an increase in photoluminescence lifetime for the zinc-treated fixed A549 cells, which allowed for selection of long-lived phosphorescence images. To the best of our knowledge, ZIrF is the first phosphorescent sensor that has been successfully applied for imaging zinc ions in biological samples. Although potential $^1$O$_2$ generation in the presence of the probe may be responsible for moderate cytotoxicity, we believe that the present results provide a valuable beginning to the development of phosphorescent sensors for mobile zinc bioimaging applications.
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